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5
Self-Awareness

As a young man, Sam Clay, the comic-book writer in Michael Chabon’s
(2000) novel The Amazing Adventures of Kavalier and Clay, lacks self-awareness
in a way that profoundly affects his ability to live well. Although Sam is
vaguely aware of his warm (and sometimes romantic) feelings for his male
friend Tracy Bacon, he does not really know that he is gay. He certainly does
not know or does not admit to himself that he would be much happier if
he allowed himself to acknowledge this part of himself. Not fully realizing
the nature and importance of their friendship, Sam lets Tracy slip out of his
life. Because of his lack of self-awareness, he was unable to categorize this
friendship as something worth sacrificing for; nor could he communicate
to Tracy its importance to him. When Tracy leaves, Sam is lonely and
grief-stricken, but still not sure why the departure of a ‘‘mere friend’’ would
have this effect. In Sam’s example we see the way in which self-awareness can
be crucial for living well.

Less tragic examples of a lack of self-awareness are perhaps more common.
We criticize people for a lack of self-awareness when they fail to apply
standards of criticism to themselves that they apply to others, or when they
refuse to admit to or ‘‘own’’ an attitude that is evident from their actions. Jane
Austen’s Emma displays a lack of self-awareness of this kind when she insists
to Harriet Smith that she is not advising her about whether to marry the
farmer Mr Martin (whom Emma regards as beneath Harriet). After Emma
has described at some length how to reject Mr Martin’s proposal, Harriet
asks Emma whether she is recommending refusal. Emma replies, ‘‘I certainly
have been misunderstanding you, if you feel in doubt as to the purport of
your answer. I had imagined you were consulting me only as to the wording
of it’’ (Austen 2000 [1816]: 32). When Harriet presses for advice, Emma
demurs, ‘‘I shall not give you any advice, Harriet. I will have nothing to
do with it. This is a point which you must settle with your own feelings.’’
Emma does appear to believe that she is not advising Harriet, and, further,
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she seems committed to thinking that it would be wrong to give this kind of
advice. Nevertheless, it is clear that she is doing exactly what she claims not
to be doing. Emma’s lack of self-awareness is a mark of her immaturity in
the novel and one of the grounds on which the greatly admired Mr Knightly
faults her.

In both the above examples we can see the way in which our social
lives make self-awareness so important. Emma’s lack of self-awareness causes
problems for her friendship with Harriet and difficulties in many of her social
relations. Sam’s case is more complicated: Sam marries a woman, a good
friend of his who is pregnant and in need of a husband, and becomes a good
father and family man. He finds this role fulfilling and valuable in its own
way, but that there is something missing from this relationship is evidenced
by the secret relationships he has with various men on the side. For Sam,
living in denial of his true feelings prevents him from having and enjoying
the kinds of intimate relationships that are, for most of us, so important to
living well.

Sam’s example also reveals a society that encourages self-expression and
individual achievement while at the same time imposing serious restrictions on
what one may express. Such social strictures are not new by any means—one
might even argue that they are on the decline—but when these strictures
are combined with the modern media’s messages of conformity, they have
renewed power.¹ Having self-awareness does not remove social pressures, butFN:1

without it one does not even know what needs to be resisted. Self-awareness
gives a person a sense of what would make life go well and, therefore, of the
need to resist damaging social pressure.

It is not difficult to see the ways in which self-awareness helps us to live
well, given the values discussed in Chapter 2. Cultivating habits that result in
the acquisition of self-knowledge can help us to make choices that are more
likely to be satisfying, and it can help us to pursue our goals in more effective
ways. In addition to its instrumental value, I will argue that self-awareness
benefits us as an essential part of the process of self-direction. We will also see
that the vigilant and relentless pursuit of self-knowledge is not good for us. I
use the term ‘‘self-awareness’’ to characterize the virtuous disposition, which
includes some self-knowledge but is distinct from a complete understanding
of the facts about oneself. It would, in fact, be more accurate to call the virtue

¹ For an interesting discussion of the media’s mixed messages about authenticity and conformity,
see Elliott 2003: 112–15. On the modern media’s ability to co-opt the ideals of individuality and
authenticity and sell them to the public, see Frank 1997.
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‘‘moderate self-awareness’’ (though I won’t usually add the qualification
explicitly). The virtue of self-awareness comprises knowledge about features
of oneself that are relevant to one’s reflective values and one’s conception of
a good life. It also includes the skills and commitments that are necessary for
acquiring this knowledge and for constructing a self-conception that befits
one’s own view about how to live without destroying the harmless illusions
we have about ourselves that make life better.

5 .1. THE SCOPE AND LIMITS OF SELF-KNOWLEDGE

Surprisingly little has been written by contemporary philosophers about self-
knowledge as a state of intellectual character or virtue.² This is particularlyFN:2

striking given our Socratic heritage, and given the ways in which self-
knowledge seems to be important to successful practical reasoning, life plans,
and other topics that have been of central concern to philosophers. The
reason for this may be that the resurgence of virtue ethics has focused on
moral virtues, and neither self-awareness nor self-knowledge is obviously a
moral virtue.

There is, of course, something to be learned from those who have thought
about self-knowledge in the context of moral virtue. Among those who
have examined self-knowledge in this context we find agreement that this
knowledge is not knowledge of just any facts about ourselves (such as our
height, weight, and eye color); rather, it must be about something important
to the practical matter of how to live our lives. This claim about the content
or object of self-knowledge seems to be just as true when we are thinking of
self-knowledge in the context of reflective virtue as it does in the context of
moral virtue.

We might start by acknowledging the importance of knowing the possibil-
ities that are open to us, what we are capable of, and what we might do. This
is an important element of self-knowledge for our purposes, since people are
more likely to pursue projects that will be satisfying in the long term if they
have a good sense of their options and abilities. Iris Murdoch (1970: 39–40)
emphasizes the knowledge of what we cannot do: that is, the way in which
our commitments, emotions, and personality make it impossible for us to

² A search on ‘‘self-knowledge’’ in The Philosopher’s Index turns up dozens of articles on the
debate about the privacy of our own mental states, but very little on self-knowledge as a virtue.
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take some apparently available options without having a breakdown or a crisis
of identity.³ Again, this kind of knowledge would seem important to livingFN:3

well, given that the person who has it knows what her deepest commitments
are and can therefore plan and act accordingly.

A sensible position is that self-knowledge requires knowledge of both our
capacities and our limitations; the object of self-knowledge is, on this view,
our character.⁴ But knowledge of our character in this sense is just one partFN:4

of the knowledge necessary for making good choices about our lives. We also
need to know in very basic terms what we like and what we are like.⁵ ToFN:5

make choices that we are likely to find confirmed by reflection and further
experience, we need to know about our desires, interests, tastes, aversions,
and emotional predispositions. A reflective person, we will recall, is a person
who has value commitments that constitute a reflective survey of how life
is going, perspective on the relative importance of these commitments, and
the flexibility needed to shift perspectives when a change in the degree of
absorption in experience is required. A person who does not know her own
tendencies to distraction, exaggeration, and obsession with trivialities may
lack perspective on her commitments. A person who does not know about
herself what is required in order to maintain her commitments can easily fail
to shift perspectives when she needs to, perhaps becoming overly reflective
at the very time she needs to ‘‘be in the moment’’. And a person who pays
no attention to what grabs her emotionally will be less likely to pursue
activities that are deeply satisfying. Moreover, given the importance of social
ties discussed in Chapter 2, and given that a lack of self-awareness can result
in treating others in objectionable ways, self-knowledge is important to the
maintenance of the personal relationships that are a vital component of a
good life. The scope of self-knowledge, then, needs to be quite broad.

At the same time, self-knowledge must have limits; knowing oneself is
important, but it is possible to go too far. The effort to acquire self-knowledge
can veer into a narcissistic preoccupation with oneself or an unhealthy

³ Frankfurt’s (1994) discussion of volitional necessity would also lead us to think that this is an
important object of self-knowledge. See also Frankfurt 2002a.

⁴ This is John Kekes’s view. According to Kekes (1995: 115), self-knowledge is knowledge of
one’s own character, which is comprised of an enduring pattern of motivation and action. On
Kekes’s account, ‘‘self-knowledge has as its objects both the moral possibilities and limits set by our
conception of a good life, and personal possibilities and limits, set by our character as it is formed
by permanent adversities and our own efforts’’ (1995: 158).

⁵ D. W. Hamlyn (1983: 250) emphasizes this point when he says that a person who knows
himself in this way ‘‘knows, without obscuring the fact from himself, where his values lie, what he
truly wants, and where he stands in relation to those wants’’.
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self-consciousness. The idea that it is virtuous to possess self-knowledge also
seems at odds with the claims of psychologists that some positive illusions
about oneself are beneficial. Such concerns about self-knowledge can help
us to see the nature of the virtue of self-awareness more clearly, and they
can bring out the point that different ways of thinking about one’s life
are appropriate at different times. Appreciating that there are limits to self-
knowledge reminds us of the importance of seeing things in different ways
for different purposes.

The psychological literature on positive illusions reveals that, in fact, we
are systematically biased creatures who tend to see ourselves as better than we
are. In particular, psychologists have found that people have positive illusions
about themselves of the following sorts:

(a) They view themselves in unrealistically positive terms; (b) they believe they have
greater control over environmental events than is actually the case; and (c) they hold
views of the future that are more rosy than base-rate data can justify. (Taylor and
Brown 1994: 21)

For example, in a study about people’s perceptions of their driving skills,
80 percent of respondents rated themselves in the top 30 percent of all
drivers (Svenson 1981). The phenomenon of exaggerating our own abilities
is widespread; it has earned the name ‘‘The Lake Wobegon Effect’’ because
of Garrison Keillor’s description of his fictional town, ‘‘where all the women
are strong, all the men are good-looking, and all the children are above
average’’.

There are a number of ways in which such inaccurate self-perceptions
are good for us. First, having an exaggerated sense of our own abilities and
prospects can actually help us succeed. These illusions are correlated with
contentment, positive attitudes toward the self, the ability to care for and
about others, openness to new ideas and people, creativity, the ability to
perform creative and productive work, and the ability to grow, develop, and
self-actualize, especially in response to stressful events (Taylor 1991; Taylor
and Brown 1988).

Second, examination of our feelings and values can undermine our pref-
erences and value commitments in undesirable ways. For example, in one
study two groups of people were allowed to choose an art poster to take home
with them. The first group was directed to analyze their reasons for liking
and disliking their various options before making their choice, the second
group made the choice without such reflection. Two weeks later, the second
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group was significantly happier with their choices than the first (Wilson et al.
1993). As Wilson and Dunn (2004: 505) explain, numerous studies have
been done in support of the claim that introspection about the reasons for
our preferences is harmful to us in a variety of ways:

Analyzing reasons has been shown to lower people’s satisfaction with their choices
(Wilson et al. 1993), lower people’s ability to predict their own behavior (Wilson
and LaFleur 1995), lower the correlation between people’s expressed feelings and
their later behavior (Wilson and Dunn 1986 and Wilson et al. 1984), lower the
correlation between people’s evaluations of a product and expert evaluations of it
(Wilson and Schooler 1991), and lower the accuracy of sports fans’ predictions about
the outcome of basketball games (Halberstadt and Levine 1999).

We can imagine that many of the negative consequences listed by Wilson
above (though probably not the last) will affect our ability to live well.

Wilson argues that the explanation for at least some cases of detrimental
self-analysis is that we cannot access the unconscious processes that are really
responsible for why we prefer one thing to another, and so we make up
reasons that are inaccurate. (I will say more about this in the next section.) If
this is the explanation, it is not so much an indictment of self-knowledge as
an indictment of relying on introspection to achieve it.

There are other explanations of detrimental self-analysis, however, that
do indicate that the pursuit of self-knowledge itself should be limited. In
some cases close examination of our commitments is detrimental because
the value commitments in question are fostered by perceptions that are just
plain distorted. Amélie Rorty (1975: 22) claims that a certain amount of
self-deception is necessary for romantic love.⁶ And psychological studies haveFN:6

shown that the happiest people in intimate relationships are those who have
various false or exaggerated beliefs about each other.⁷ In other cases, as we sawFN:7

in Chapter 3, the act of reflection itself can undermine our commitments by
preventing us from being fully absorbed in the activities from which we learn
what has value for us. For example, consider the final scene of Bergman’s film
Scenes from a Marriage: Marianne wakes up from a nightmare and laments
to Johan that she doesn’t know if she has ever loved or been loved. Johan

⁶ Hamlyn (1971: 59–60) makes a similar point about self-deception and personal relation-
ships.

⁷ One study demonstrated that the happiest people are those who think that their partners are
very much like them, whether these similarities exist in reality or not (Murray et al. 2002). Another
showed that people are happier in relationships when they idealize their partners and their partners
idealize them (Murray et al. 1996).
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replies that he loves her in his imperfect, selfish way and that he’s quite sure
she loves him too: ‘‘We must not harp on love’’, he says, ‘‘or it will dis-
solve.’’

The third way in which a lack of self-knowledge can benefit us is that
sometimes self-deception looks to be a necessary coping mechanism. Self-
deception seems acceptable when we simply must deceive ourselves in order
to maintain the motivation to go on at all. These cases typically involve a
person whose situation is dire, and who would be paralyzed or incapacitated
by facing the truth. Take the example of the father who deceives himself
about the damage to his health caused by extra work taken on to support
his family. Because his family would be upset if they knew the extent of his
sacrifice, the father deceives himself so that they will be unable to detect his
sacrifice from his behavior.⁸ Similarly, the person who deceives herself aboutFN:8

the real causes of a nasty divorce so that she can get beyond her grief and
anger long enough to put her life back together seems similarly justified in
maintaining her self-deception.⁹FN:9

Knowledge of all sorts of things about ourselves seems to be helpful for
making choices that are likely to win our reflective approval. Yet, too much
self-examination and self-knowledge in many contexts seems to have some
serious disadvantages. I believe that even when we take seriously the evidence
against self-examination and self-knowledge, there is still a case to be made
for a virtue that I will call (moderate) self-awareness. In the next section, I
characterize the virtue of self-awareness in more detail, taking account of
further empirical evidence about our capacity for self-knowledge. After we
have a better sense of what self-awareness is, we can return to the question
of how self-awareness is both valuable and compatible with helpful gaps in
self-knowledge such as positive illusions about ourselves.

5 .2. ACQUIRING SELF-KNOWLEDGE

Thinking about the objects of self-knowledge might suggest that acquiring it
is a simple matter of learning a bunch of facts. To gain self-knowledge, we
investigate and discover the features of our character and our motivational
dispositions as we might investigate and discover facts about the solar system
by reading a book. But this simple picture is false in at least two respects.

⁸ The example is King-Farlow’s (1973: 82). ⁹ This example is from Baron 1998.
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First of all, if we merely acquired a bunch of facts about ourselves, we
would not necessarily have acquired self-knowledge. Really, this is true of
other kinds of knowledge as well; even learning about the solar system is
not a simple matter of acquiring a bunch of facts. To acquire knowledge,
these facts have to be integrated, absorbed, and processed. When we acquire
self-knowledge, we organize the facts we learn into a self-conception or
self-image. A self-conception is not just the set of facts we might learn
about ourselves; it is an interpretation of these facts within which values
are prioritized, emotions are labeled, and attitudes are endorsed or rejected.
Importantly, the process of organizing what we know about ourselves into a
self-conception is partly a creative or constructive process. This is because the
objects of self-knowledge come to us in a disorderly fashion and are in need
of interpretation. Value commitments, for instance, are complex patterns of
attitudes that do not come labeled with their place in our conception of
a good life. Our various commitments may be in tension with each other,
and the particular commitments we take to instantiate our basic values may
change over time in response to experience. They may not even come labeled
with their exact objects, as in the case where you might be unsure what
it is that you value about something that you do. These features of our
value commitments render interpretation and organization a necessary part
of forming a self-conception.

Further, the process of acquiring knowledge about our emotions, attitudes,
and commitments may lead us to new understandings of them or the patterns
of which they are a part. This is the phenomenon that Richard Moran
highlights in his argument that self-knowledge includes an aspect of what he
calls avowal. According to Moran (2001), knowing oneself is partly a process
of discovery; but engagement in such a process can transform the objects of
knowledge. Sometimes when we come to understand one of our emotional
responses and the reasons that we have for it, that emotion changes character.
Moran gives the examples of acknowledging one’s guilt and coming to see it
as false, or of recognizing one’s anger and seeing it as childish. In these cases,
he says, ‘‘there is indeed a dynamic or self-transforming aspect to a person’s
reflections on his own state, and this is a function of the fact that the person
himself plays a role in formulating how he thinks and feels’’ (Moran 2001: 59).

To see Moran’s point in an example closer to our topic, consider a case
of increasing self-knowledge in someone who begins to examine the value
she assigns to luxuries and material goods. Imagine someone who claims to
value having designer clothes, jewelry, and a fancy car. She has some sense
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of the reasons she has for valuing these things: she likes the status they give
her, the admiration of peers, and the sense these possessions give her of being
successful. As she thinks about it, though, she comes to see that while it is true
that these items give her a certain status, that status infuses her with anxiety:
she is worried about losing it, she senses envy and competitiveness from her
friends, and she is always frantically trying to keep up. As she reflects more on
the ways in which her values are related, and the real implications of the value
she assigns to her possessions, her attitudes toward these things will change.
She may still value them, of course, but there will now be a layer of complexity
that was previously absent. Instead of thinking that these are truly important
components of her happiness, she may conceive of herself as valuing them
despite herself, or she may come to think that while she likes and takes some
pleasure in her possessions, she needs to find ways of including them in her
life without taking her well-being to depend on them. (To put the point in
terms of the analysis of value commitments in Chapter 2, we could say that
her sense that her values are justified is shaken by the conflicting attitudes,
and this undermines her confidence in them as normative for her.)

Because our commitments are disorderly, uninterpreted, and changeable
in these ways, there is an inevitable element of creation in the process of
acquiring self-knowledge. To emphasize, my point here is not that reason
triumphs over feeling to determine our real values.¹⁰ Rather, the point isFN:10

that reflection can change the character of our affective responses, and in
so doing, it creates the need to decide which of our various conflicting
commitments to side with. To come to see some of your commitments as
harmful in the light of other commitments is not (at least not necessarily)
to lose the feelings for the former. But seeing things in this new light
does change the character of our responses: ‘‘guilt affected for the sake of
appearances’’ is different from ‘‘deserved guilt’’, and ‘‘passion resulting from
a successful advertising campaign’’ is different from ‘‘passion for something
I’ve loved since childhood’’. Deciding what place these attitudes will have
in our self-conception—choosing what to avow—necessarily involves both
passions and reflection; it is, after all, because of our other emotions and
commitments that an attitude under a revised description looks healthy or
unhealthy, fitting or distasteful.

¹⁰ Here I am sympathetic to David Velleman’s (2005, 2002a) work on self-narrative. Velleman
rejects the idea that there is an essential or ‘‘real’’ self that gets reported by the narrator. He also
argues persuasively against the view that there is a single narrative that contains all the important
aspects of a person’s self-conception.
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The second way in which self-knowledge is different from other kinds of
knowledge has to do with the unique obstacles to investigating and discovering
many things about ourselves. We are complicated creatures who hide things
from our conscious attention by self-deception and rationalization. That
we are not open books is painfully obvious and, perhaps, not in need
of demonstration. But recent psychological research has begun to make
useful distinctions among the various kinds of obstacles there are to self-
knowledge. According to this research, we are creatures with minds that
include unconscious mental processes to which we lack introspective access.¹¹FN:11

This fact about us causes us to be ignorant of the reasons for our feelings, how
we will feel later, and sometimes even how we feel at the moment. Because
such findings have important implications for self-awareness as a reflective
virtue, it will be useful to discuss them in more detail.

First, according to current psychological research, we are not very good at
predicting what our feelings and emotions will be in the future (Gilbert 2006;
Gilbert et al. 2004; Gilbert and Ebert 2002). According to psychologists who
study affective forecasting, when we make predictions about how we will
feel in the future, we have a tendency to focus narrowly on the particular
change that is at issue, not realizing that how we will feel has many other
determinants. Further, we do not take into account the psychological defense
mechanisms that help us adjust to negative changes. For example, in a study
that may be particularly surprising to academics, assistant professors predicted
that their tenure decision would greatly affect their long-term happiness; yet
interviews with those who received tenure and those who did not revealed
both groups to be equally happy after a few years (Gilbert et al. 1998).

Second, there is evidence that we are poor at ascertaining by introspection
the reasons why we have the particular emotions, feelings, and preferences
that we have. According to Timothy Wilson, a leader in this area of research,
we lack introspective access to the reasons for our feeling whenever these
reasons are the product of unconscious processes. When this happens, we
fabricate explanations that seem plausible. ‘‘People who analyze the reasons
for their attitudes, for example, often focus on incomplete information
and construct new attitudes that are inaccurate’’ (Wilson and Dunn 2004:
507).¹² The studies that aim to establish this kind of lack of awarenessFN:12

typically manipulate subjects into having certain preferences by stimulating

¹¹ For an excellent overview and discussion of the research on unconscious mental processes, see
Wilson 2002.

¹² For more detail see Wilson et al. 1995.
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an unconscious process. Then subjects are shown to have beliefs about their
preferences that reveal a lack of awareness of the true causes of their attitudes.

For example, in one study male subjects were approached by an attractive
female assistant who asked them to participate in an unrelated psychological
study. On conclusion of the interview, the female assistant gave the men
her phone number and invited them to call her to discuss the interview if
they wanted. The men were divided into two groups: the first group was
approached while they were sitting on a park bench, the second group while
crossing a scary elevated footbridge. Researchers kept track of how many of
the men called the female assistant to ask for a date. The hypothesis was that
the men who were on the footbridge when approached by the woman would
attribute their elevated heart rate and breathlessness to physical attraction
and be more likely to ask the woman out. This indeed is what happened: the
men who were approached on the footbridge were more than twice as likely
to call as those who were on the bench when approached. The idea again is
that a lack of awareness of the real cause of certain physical symptoms led the
subjects to fabricate reasons for these feelings. Studies like this support the
claim that our motivations are sometimes the result of processes that are not
accessible to consciousness, and when this is the case, we lack introspective
access to important facts about ourselves.

Finally, and most controversially, there is some evidence that we sometimes
do not even know what we feel at the moment.¹³ Some of the research thatFN:13

has been done to establish this claim has focused on racist attitudes. For
example, some studies aim to show that while people disavow racist attitudes
explicitly, they nevertheless have implicit racist attitudes that affect their
performance on various tests (Wilson et al. 2000).

One might think that the psychological studies are too contrived, or
too specific, to support claims that are relevant to our thinking about how
to live in broad terms. I would suggest, however, that we can also learn
from literature and from experience that the phenomena of poor affective
attribution and prediction are widespread and important. People who are
mistaken about their own romantic feelings, in particular, are very familiar
in life and in literature. Captain Wentworth in Jane Austen’s Persuasion is
a good example of such a character. Having had his proposal of marriage

¹³ This phenomenon seems to be related to the fact that we do not always know the reasons for
our feelings. For example, one thing we might say about the men standing on the footbridge in
the study discussed above is that they did not know that they were feeling fearful, and so took the
reason for their physical symptoms to be sexual arousal.
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rejected by Anne Elliot many years ago, Wentworth is sure that he is over
her, even going so far as to court another woman. The reader is made aware
that Wentworth is not being honest with himself, however; we are told that
‘‘Anne Elliot was not out of his thoughts, when he more seriously described
the woman he should wish to meet with. ‘A strong mind, with sweetness of
manner’, made the first and the last of the description’’ (Austen 1995 [1818]:
42). Captain Wentworth eventually figures out for himself that he still loves
Anne, and the novel ends happily; but there is a significant period during
which Wentworth does not really know his own mind.

The process of acquiring self-knowledge, then, is complicated by the fact
that reflecting on our psychology can change the objects of this reflection
and by the fact that certain parts of our psychology are opaque to us. These
two features of the process of acquiring self-knowledge make it the case that
we cannot see this process as one of simple introspection and discovery.
Rather, the process by which we gain self-knowledge must be thought of as
including a set of ongoing commitments that acknowledge the transformative
power of self-examination, the importance of taking an external point of view
on oneself, and the possibility that there are things we simply cannot or
should not know. Further, because one of the most important targets of self-
knowledge from the standpoint of living well is the set of value commitments
we endorse on reflection, and because this target changes over time, the
process of acquiring self-knowledge must be conceived, at least in part, as a
creative and transformative process. Finally, because a lack of self-knowledge
is sometimes beneficial, this process must include awareness of when it is
appropriate to acquire self-knowledge. It is because of these complexities
that I suggest we distinguish between self-awareness (the virtuous state) and
self-knowledge (one of the things the person with self-awareness aims to
have). I will say that a person with the virtue of moderate self-awareness has
an adequate self-conception, appropriate self-knowledge, and, in addition,
those habits and skills that are necessary for the process of constructing a
self-conception and integrating it into one’s practical life.

5 .3. MODERATE SELF-AWARENESS: HABITS
AND SKILLS

Socrates had the view that the most important aspect of self-knowledge is
the knowledge of one’s own ignorance. The importance of Socrates’ teaching
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was his insistence on a kind of self-criticism or self-inquiry in service of
discovering the truth. Socrates was particularly concerned to bring us to
appraise critically our understanding of morality; but applying his wisdom
to the case of a more pedestrian kind of self-knowledge gives us a good
place to start. The self-aware person is disposed to be critical of herself in
the sense that she does not take every apparent fact about her at face value.
She is committed to arriving at a better and more complete picture of her
own motivations, talents, and interests by whatever are the best methods for
achieving this goal.

What are these methods? A helpful source of information is the literature
on self-deception, our penchant for which is one of the main obstacles to
self-knowledge.¹⁴ Bishop Butler gives us a starting point for thinking aboutFN:14

the habits or skills necessary for overcoming self-deception: at the end of
his sermon on self-deceit he gives some practical advice about how to avoid
self-deception. Butler suggests, first, that we assume we are self-deceived in
some respect, because it is almost inevitable that self-serving passions have
influenced our judgments. Second, he suggests that we become acquainted
with our real character by keeping our eye out for the suspicious part of it.
He gives us a thought experiment to help us imagine what the faulty parts of
our character are:

Suppose then an enemy were to set about defaming you, what part of your character
would he single out? What particular scandal, think you, would he be most likely to
fix upon you? And what would the world be most ready to believe? There is scarce
a man living but could, from the most transient superficial view of himself, answer
this question. (Butler 2006 [1726]: 108)

Butler (2006 [1726]: 109) also suggests that we try to take up the perspective
of an outside observer by imagining what judgment we would pass on another
who exhibited our behavior.

Butler is right that self-deception can be revealed by an investigation that
aims to discover those motives that have an undue influence on our beliefs

¹⁴ I mean ‘‘self-deception’’ in its broadest sense here. We are self-deceived when our coming
to have inaccurate or inadequate information is caused by our underlying motives. Here I follow
Martin (1986: 3) and Erwin (1988). Philosophers have been particularly interested in self-deception
narrowly conceived so that it requires that a self-deceiver believe p and, at the same time (perhaps
subconsciously), know that not-p, have evidence contrary to p, or engage in thoughts that p is
false. See, e.g., Audi 1993; Mele 1983. This may very well be the right way of thinking about
self-deception when trying to distinguish it from other failings. For my purposes it makes sense
to think of self-deception defined so as to include misinterpretations of information that are not
volitional, or that differ from self-deception (strictly defined) in other ways.
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about ourselves. But his narrow focus on self-examination misses the two
distinctive features of self-knowledge discussed above. An appreciation of
these features will lead us to a better picture of the virtue of self-awareness.

First, Butler was likely unaware of the degree to which introspection and
explicit conscious evaluation are inadequate to reveal the right information
about us. Given the inadequacy of introspection, we need other tools: an
openness to evidence, including the vital information we get from those who
know us, a sensitivity to hidden desires, beliefs, and emotional responses, and
a willingness to let them surface. We also need to be able to observe our own
behavior as another person might do to make discoveries about our inner
mental life: that is, the ability to infer what our mental states must be from
our behavior.¹⁵ This feature of the self-aware person is a specific instance ofFN:15

the more general willingness of the reflective person to learn from experience.
Since our motives are sometimes opaque to us, it can be very helpful to

get a third-person point of view either by taking that perspective ourselves
or, literally, by asking another person. Butler does rightly highlight the
importance of the third-person point of view, but he does not recognize that
sometimes it must be literal.¹⁶ Here Socrates was a step ahead; his preferredFN:16

method for revealing ignorance, the interpersonal method of elenchus, seemed
to recognize the limits of introspection.¹⁷ Taking seriously the perspectivesFN:17

of others who know us well and whom we respect may be the only path
to understanding certain features of ourselves. Emma, we will recall, learns
about her own vanity and hypocrisy by taking in Mr Knightly’s criticisms
and seeing herself through his eyes, not by turning her attention inward.
Sometimes, by observing your behavior, other people see things about you
more accurately than you can yourself, either because they do not know the
rationalizations you have created for your choices and conduct, or they can
see through them.

In the same way that perspective requires the ability to let the experiences of
other people inform our sense of the appropriate response to circumstances,

¹⁵ This is the strategy favored by Timothy Wilson. See Wilson 2002; Wilson and Dunn 2004.
¹⁶ Butler is also incorrect to suggest that we should concentrate only on ways in which we might

be worse than we seem. In the passage cited above, and elsewhere, Butler supposes that self-love
or a desire to maintain a good opinion of one’s character is the only motive to self-deception, and
therefore the only motive that needs exposing. Self-awareness needs to be broad enough to pick
up on all the ways our beliefs can be distorted. For further discussion of this point see Tiberius
2000a.

¹⁷ Thanks to Michelle Mason for reminding me of this point and its connection to my discussion
of self-awareness.
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so, too, self-awareness requires the ability to let others’ views of us inform
what we think of ourselves. This point about the role of friends in the
development of character is an important piece of practical advice, but it also
has more theoretical significance. First, social pressures greatly influence the
traits of character we have and can develop (Merritt 2000). If this is true,
then it is important to show how the virtues that are part of a well-lived
life can be socially encouraged and sustained. Second, if friends are among
the things we value, then we have revealed a way in which pursuing our
values contributes to the development of our character. This adds support
to the coherence justification of the Reflective Wisdom Account, because it
shows that the elements of this conception of a well-lived life are mutually
supporting and sustaining.

The role that other people play in a person’s acquisition of self-knowledge
is not without complications, of course. Wilson and Dunn (2004) argue that
there are formidable obstacles to using others as a source of information about
ourselves, for two reasons. First, we are not very good at figuring out what
other people think of us; we generally operate on the assumption that others
see us as we see ourselves. Second, other people are not necessarily better judges
of our psychologies than we are. Just as we ourselves have unacknowledged
motives that can distort things, or hide them from our conscious attention,
so too others can have agendas that make them inaccurate mirrors for us.
Moreover, friends and family members may purposely distort their feedback
to us, hiding negative assessments for the sake of politeness or avoiding
confrontation.

A further problem is that certain social institutions such as forms of
oppression may make the usual third-person sources of self-knowledge
unavailable or systematically distorted. We might think that this is true in
Sam’s case. Sam had no friend with whom he could talk about his feelings
for Tracy Bacon (not even Tracy himself, it seemed). Given the taboo about
sexuality in general, and homosexuality in particular, it would have been
extremely difficult for any of his friends or family to suggest to him directly
that he might be gay.

These objections must be taken seriously, but there is reason to think
that other people can still provide an important source of information
about ourselves, within appropriate limits. First, given the importance of
relationships with others to our well-being, one of the things it is useful for
us to know about ourselves is how others feel about our treatment of them.
If what we need to know is how our behavior is perceived, then our friends
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can be good sources of information regardless of whether they accurately
perceive our inner mental life. Others do not have to be good at ascertaining
our deepest motives in order to be a good mirror for the effects of our actions
on them. Second, as far as our ability to detect how other people see us is
concerned, it seems that being on guard against self-serving bias can go at
least some way toward correcting this problem. If we know that we have
a tendency to assume that others see us as we see ourselves, then when we
are trying to discover something about ourselves, we can try to compensate.
Granted, we may not be able to change our automatic tendency toward such
a bias, and changing this bias in general may not be good for us anyway,
but we can try to counteract it when it is important to do so. We can
also pay special attention to the friends who will be honest with us. The
person with the virtue of self-awareness must be prepared to evaluate which
opinions are trustworthy and therefore deserving of being integrated into her
self-conception. Finally, regarding the point that others are not necessarily
more accurate about our psychologies than we are, if others make different
errors, then we can hope to home in on a more accurate picture of ourselves
by a process of triangulation.

The second feature of self-knowledge that Butler’s advice misses is the creat-
ive or transformative aspect of the process of acquiring it. The transformative
power of self-reflection indicates that part of the virtue of self-awareness
consists in what we do with self-knowledge once we acquire it. Whatever
the source of information about oneself—whether it is gained from intro-
spection, therapy, or trusted friends—one cannot be concerned only with
accumulating facts. We must also take the stance of avowal, and decide which
attitudes to identify with and which to reject. Often this will happen quite
naturally.¹⁸ Consider Emma’s reaction to Mr Knightly’s criticisms of her. AtFN:18

first she is defensive and denies that she is as he says. But as she matures,
Emma comes to believe Mr Knightly’s judgments and at the same time to
endorse the normative aspect of the judgment. She sees that she has indeed
been cruel to Miss Bates, regrets her behavior deeply, and vows to change.
We would not think that Emma had grown at all if her reaction to Knightly’s
judgment had been to think, ‘‘Oh, yes, I was cruel to Miss Bates and how
deserving she was of that cruelty too, tiresome old woman.’’ The aim of a
person with the virtue of self-awareness is to take the truths she discovers

¹⁸ Though not always. Sometimes the process that leads to avowal may be complicated, as
Richard Moran’s (2001: 120–4) discussion of the therapeutic context suggests.
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about herself and allow them to inform a self-conception she can endorse as
a basis for making decisions about how to live.

Reflecting on the empirical evidence, one might think that the claim
that introspection is unreliable, and that we create false stories in order to
make up for lack of information, creates a problem for the creative aspect
of self-awareness. But creation and fabrication are two different things. Self-
creation, as discussed above, is not making up feelings we don’t have; rather,
it is a kind of affirmation of certain aspects of ourselves and a rejection of
others as a part of our self-conception. The creative aspect of self-awareness is
transformative in the sense that it changes our self-conception on the basis of
accurate information about how we feel. Self-fabrication, on the other hand,
tries to make something false fit the facts.

The language of affirmation and rejection should not be taken to imply
that we have so much control over our feelings that we can accept or delete
them at will. It is important that affirmation and rejection pertain to our
self-conception, where a self-conception is at least partly something to which
we aspire. We may not be able to rid ourselves of the feelings of childish
anger or unwarranted guilt, but we can take a different attitude toward these
feelings upon seeing them as inappropriate. Similarly, we may not be able to
stop ourselves from caring about certain things that are detrimental to our
happiness, but we can change the role they play in our reflection about our
lives. Instead of seeing these values as goals on a par with other goals, we can
see them as impositions that we should wean ourselves away from, insofar
as this is possible. Taking this disapproving attitude toward a passion for
consuming, for example, probably won’t eliminate the desire altogether, but
it may incline us to look for other sources of pleasure and to feel differently
when these desires are frustrated. Alternatively, if the goal we disapprove of is
not terribly harmful, we can decide to see it as an occasional indulgence, part
of our personality that doesn’t quite fit with everything else, but which makes
life interesting when prevented from taking over. Seeing the questionable
goal in this way may make it less likely to frustrate our happiness.

The skills of self-awareness, then, cannot be just the skills needed for the
discovery of facts. What is required, in addition, is the ability to step back to a
more detached viewpoint and an openness to the information given by one’s
emotional responses, other psychological reactions to circumstances, and the
observations of trusted others. We also need an enduring commitment to
constructing a self-conception that is responsive to the truth and to our ideals.
Without this commitment, we might settle too easily on conclusions that are
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still the product of self-deception, or we might allow our self-conception to
become stagnant and unresponsive to change.

Our discussion of self-awareness has emphasized a set of skills that are
self-consciously critical and reflective. How does this emphasis square with
the worries about self-knowledge and self-examination that I raised earlier in
this chapter? We see how when we recognize that insofar as self-awareness
is virtuous, it is a part of reflective wisdom, and a person who has this kind
of wisdom will not be someone who is always reflecting and scrutinizing
her own motives.¹⁹ The self-aware person is committed to discovering herFN:19

real motivations, and has the ability to see herself from a third-person point
of view. This does not mean that she is a person who is constantly seeking
self-knowledge, or that her life is pervaded by a vivid awareness of the facts
about herself. Being self-aware will sometimes require that we pay particular
attention to ourselves, think very seriously about our real motives, and closely
examine our behavior. But we must not lose sight of the point that the
virtue of self-awareness is supposed to be developed in the context of living
well overall, which includes other practical problems, virtues, and strat-
egies.

Drawing on the account of reflective wisdom that we have so far, we can
say that the virtue of self-awareness constitutes a perspective focused on the
importance of close attention to one’s motivations and a commitment to
get at the truth about oneself. This perspective fulfills the need to discover
certain facts about oneself and to formulate a self-conception that can sustain
a positive reflective survey. To live well, we need to know when it makes sense
to assume this perspective (that is, be attentive to oneself), and when it makes
sense to be entirely unselfconscious. Sam Clay needed greater awareness
about his emotional life to be happy, but it would not have made his life
better to engage in relentless self-examination even during the times (such
as while he was engaged in creative work on his comics with his cousin
Joe) when he was really enjoying life. As I argued in Chapter 3, this is
just the kind of knowledge that a wise person has: the wise person knows
when to shift in and out of various perspectives when it is beneficial to do
so. Research in social psychology seems to support the idea that this kind
of selective awareness is possible. For example, there is some evidence that
people’s illusions are more modest when they are contemplating a decision
(Gollwitzer and Kinney 1989).

¹⁹ For a similar solution to the problem posed by positive illusions see Elga 2005.
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As to the question of when we should engage the skills of self-awareness,
we are unlikely to find any rules or decision procedures here, although we
can formulate some rough guidelines. First of all, when you are in the middle
of enjoying an experience of something that you have previously decided is
valuable, engaging in critical self-reflection is probably inappropriate. Second,
engaging the skills of self-awareness is likely to be appropriate as part of the
preparation for making certain kinds of decisions.

With these two points in mind, let us return to the three kinds of prob-
lematic cases that were distinguished at the end of section 5.1: (i) cases in
which an unrealistic assessment of our abilities and prospects helps us succeed;
(ii) cases in which examination of our reasons undermines our commitments
to values; and (iii) cases in which self-deception is an indispensable coping
mechanism. Notice that the third case is less common than cases of the first
two types, and that it doesn’t present a serious problem for self-awareness as a
virtue. This is because these are cases of extreme circumstances, in which one
might just say that ordinary imperatives of virtue do not apply. For example,
we can say that the distraught father is in dismal enough circumstances that
he is unable to cultivate or benefit from the virtue of self-awareness.

The first two types of cases are cases in which lack of self-awareness seems
to be beneficial in all sorts of ordinary circumstances. Notice, however, that
neither is a case in which distortion of the facts that are directly relevant to a
person’s deliberations is beneficial.²⁰ There are two clarifications to be madeFN:20

here. First, to say that self-awareness is a virtue that has particular importance
in the context of decision making is not to say that when we are on the
brink of making a choice we ought to marshal all of our reflective skills and
approach the choice steeped in the facts about ourselves. The decision-making
context, as I suggested in Chapters 3 and 4, is larger than the very point
at which we make a decision, and it may be that appropriate reflection and
self-awareness are most important as background conditions for making good
choices.

Second, self-reflection and the attempted acquisition of self-knowledge
can be bad for a person in the context of decision making if they aren’t
done well. A person who doesn’t recognize the limits of introspection, the
potential to fabricate stories that don’t fit, and the need for transformative
self-creation, may be worse off by trying to be self-aware. The important

²⁰ Psychologists, including Wilson, have acknowledged this point. For example, the point has
been made that it is important to acknowledge facts about health risks in the context of making
decisions about various behaviors. See, e.g., Peterson and Chang 2003; Weinstein 1989.
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point here is that such a person does not have the virtue of self-awareness. She
has, rather, some harmful habits and a misguided conception of how to attain
self-knowledge.

To summarize, the characterization of the virtue of self-awareness that I
have given is compatible with the negative effects of self-knowledge and self-
examination for two reasons. First, evidence of these downfalls is compatible
with self-awareness being a good thing at certain times, in certain contexts.
Second, a person who has the virtue of self-awareness, as well as the other
aspects of reflective wisdom, will preserve the useful positive illusions that
help make life go well.

We can now see how self-awareness has the elements of a reflective virtue
outlined in Chapter 1. First, it consists of habits of thought that can be
cultivated, whether alone or with the help of one’s social group. Second,
the habits of thought that make up self-awareness are organized around
certain practical needs: namely, the need to make decisions based on accurate
information about oneself and (as will be discussed further in the next section)
the need for a self-conception that can provide the basis for endorsement of
one’s life. In the next section I will discuss the ways in which self-awareness is
good for its possessor, the third feature of the characterization of a reflective
virtue.

5.4. THE VALUE OF SELF-AWARENESS

To live well from one’s own point of view is to live in accordance with the
evaluative standards that one endorses from a reflective point of view. As we
saw in Chapter 2, for most people, this means having friends, contributing
to our moral ends to some extent, and finding enjoyment and achievement
in our chosen projects. If we begin with a conception of living well as living
in accordance with our deeply held value commitments, it should not be
surprising that self-awareness turns out to be helpful in several ways.

5.4.1. The Instrumental Value of Self-Awareness

The self-aware person knows what her reflective values are, and can therefore
shape her life in a way that is appropriate to them. Through the process
of self-discovery and construction of a self-conception, the self-aware person
develops a sense of who she is that informs her choices. This self-conception
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will include values that are more specific than the general reflective values
defended in Chapter 2; in becoming self-aware, we partly discover and partly
decide what particular shape these general values should have for us. Further,
the self-aware person knows enough about herself that she can tailor the
particular ways she chooses to pursue her values to her own talents, interests,
and inclinations.

Self-awareness can also help us live well by letting us see when we
undermine our own values or frustrate our own goals. For example, had
Emma been more self-aware, she would have been a better friend by her own
standards. Emma’s case is not tragic because her lack of self-awareness is due
largely to her youth. We do not expect her to be terribly self-aware, and we
are pleased to see her mature as a result of Mr Knightly’s direction. What
would have happened had Emma never become aware of her failings? We
can imagine Emma’s circle of friends withdrawing as her youthful charm no
longer compensates for her insensitivity. In particular, we can imagine those
who are good judges of character—the people Emma seems most concerned
to please—not inclined to maintain their friendships with her. If this were
to happen, then when Emma reflects on her life, she would have to admit
that while she values certain friendships and the good opinion of others, she
has not succeeded in maintaining them.

Moreover, the case that self-awareness is important to friendship does not
rest on the assumption that an insensitive friend will eventually be rejected
by others. Since Emma values being a good friend (not feeling like she is a
good friend ), it makes sense from her own point of view to develop habits
that are likely to make her a better friend, period. From her own point of
view, what matters is being a good friend, and she won’t be a good friend if
she is unaware of her negative effects on others. This point is independent of
whether or not her friends ultimately reject her. Emma’s friends may stick
by her because of her social standing, but she will not have succeeded in
being a good friend, which is, after all, one of the things she cares about.
The point here can be generalized to other value commitments. As long as
we are committed to attaining a goal (as opposed to merely thinking that we
are doing so), it will matter to us whether we have actually achieved it or
not. When we have commitments like this, which most of us do, it makes
sense for us to be committed (at least to some degree) to knowing how we
are doing with respect to these goals.

The case of Sam Clay reveals another way in which self-awareness is instru-
mentally valuable. Sam would have been better off with greater self-awareness,
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which might have allowed him to do what he wanted to do, and love whom
he wanted to love, with less inner conflict and doubt. He is surely hindered
by his lack of self-awareness, which deprives him of the ability to create a
path that minimizes that conflict. Sam Clay is a much sadder figure than
Emma, though, in part because he is genuinely conflicted between pursuing
intimate relationships that would bring him an important kind of happiness
and fulfilling his familial and societal duties. The tragedy for Sam is that his
circumstances give him no way to realize both important parts of himself.
Now, I want to suggest that even if there is no way for Sam to achieve
everything he wants, self-awareness could still do him some good. To see
this, we need to think again about the way in which emotional residue
from frustrated parts of oneself influences reflection on one’s life. When
Sam thinks about how his life has gone, as long as he refuses to admit his
romantic preferences, there will be things that do not fit: a feeling that there
is something missing in his marriage, sexual desires he cannot satisfy, and so
on. Absent self-awareness, these feelings will be alien and unexplained, which
makes them a hindrance to a satisfying review of his life.

Self-awareness, then, is instrumental to living well. When we are aware
of our desires, emotions, and so on, we are better poised to make choices
that accommodate them. When we are aware of our effects on others, we
are able to be better friends. Further, an accurate self-conception facilitates
a satisfactory review of one’s life by removing one source of unexplained
conflicts.

5.4.2. Self-Awareness and Self-Direction

Our discussion of self-awareness as a virtue highlights the fact that a person’s
conception of a good life and the values that comprise it are relative to the
person herself in important ways. Our conception of how to live needs to
conform to important facts about us if it is to stand the test of experience,
and it needs to take account of the norms and values we accept if is going to
withstand further reflection. While the conception of a good life for almost
anyone will include values that are deeply social (friendship, community,
moral ideals, and so on), these values are, in an important sense, one’s
own values. The Reflective Wisdom Account, then, presupposes the value of
self-direction or authenticity (as we discussed in Chapter 2); since it is an
account of how to live well from one’s own point of view, this should not be
surprising.
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Self-direction, authenticity, or being true to one’s values, is one thing that
is sometimes meant by autonomy in the philosophical literature, and one of
the puzzles in this literature is how to distinguish what is authentic from
inauthentic in light of the fact that mere possession of a desire or commitment
does not seem sufficient for authenticity.²¹ The need to distinguish betweenFN:21

desires we happen to have and authentic desires stems from an interest in
describing the nature of authenticity in a way that captures its value.²² TheFN:22

mere fact that a desire belongs to our psychology does not seem to make it
authentic in a normatively interesting sense, because any particular desire can
be one that the agent herself rejects as a motive that should direct her.

A popular solution to this problem is to say that authentic first-order
desires or values are ones that are sanctioned by second-order attitudes.
On Frankfurt’s (1988) view, for example, it is wholehearted identification
with a first-order desire or value that makes it an authentic one. One
question that has been asked about hierarchical models such as Frankfurt’s
is: ‘‘What is special about second-order volitions?’’ (Watson 1975). Why
think these second-order volitions are more closely tied to whatever it
is about the self that we think ought to direct? Behind the hierarchical
theories is the idea that the second-order attitude—whether endorsement
or identification or something else—expresses something important about
the person that might not be present in a mere first-order desire or feeling
of approval. But it has proved difficult to articulate precisely what it is
that distinguishes this normatively significant part of the self. The Reflective
Wisdom Account suggests an answer to this problem, along the following
lines.

What matters from the point of view of living a life that you can regard
with reflective approval is how much your life has taken account of things
about you that will invariably be part of the process of reflection on how your
life is going. The importance of the self in living well, then, has to do with
the possibility of reflective success.²³ Reflective success, and hence a positiveFN:23

evaluation of how one’s life is going, depends, in part, on the compatibility

²¹ As Nomy Arpaly (2003: 117–48) has pointed out, ‘‘autonomy’’ is a word that does too
much work. Self-direction as I intend it is closest to what Arpaly calls ‘‘authenticity’’ in her helpful
taxonomy of senses of autonomy. The distinction between autonomy as self-control and authenticity
as being true to one’s values is Velleman’s (2002b).

²² Insofar as the subject is autonomy in the sense of self-control, the aim is rather to define a
notion that supports an intuitive division between free and unfree action. I am not talking about
autonomy in this sense.

²³ Another way of explaining this importance is by reference to what is essential to the self.
This seems to be the view that Frankfurt came to have, in which motives are authentic to the
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of the values and norms that make up a person’s point of view with the other
aspects of her self-conception (her desires, emotional predispositions, talents,
and so on). One way to help ensure this compatibility is by constructing
the right kind of self-conception. So, the Reflective Wisdom Account makes
self-direction a matter of being directed by a self-conception that can support
a positive review of one’s life.

Authenticity (or self-direction), then, is a matter of being directed by the
right part of yourself. And the right part of yourself is the self that is the
appropriate measure for how your life goes: the features of you that will be part
of your reflective self-conception either because you are committed to them
on reflection (your values, for example) or because experience will make them
salient (your talents and passions). Now we can see the important role that
self-awareness plays in distinguishing the authentic from the inauthentic. The
virtue of self-awareness allows a person to construct a self-conception that is
responsive to all the aspects of the self: judgments, aspirations, emotions, and
wants. And, further, by constructing a self-conception, the self-aware person
decides what is important to her. In other words, from the point of view of
the person herself, the distinction between authentic and inauthentic choices
is made by employing the skills of self-awareness and ‘‘avowing’’ what matters
to her. The self-aware person does this with some authority because of her
relatively high degree of self-knowledge, her acknowledgment that she may
yet not have everything right about herself, and her openness to the evidence
from various kinds of experience. This story about the nature of authenticity
is not in conflict with the hierarchical picture; rather, I take it to provide an
explanation for the authority of a particular kind of second-order attitude:
namely, the avowals or endorsements of a person with self-awareness. (In
fact, we might say that self-awareness is the characterological precondition
for wholehearted endorsement.)

Importantly, if we think of self-awareness as moderate, as I have been
suggesting, so that the self-aware person is not obsessively self-critical or
free of positive self-illusions, then we do not make reason the source of
authenticity. As long as self-awareness is moderate, a reflectively constructed
self-conception will not be a self-conception that prioritizes thought over
feeling, or beliefs about oneself over information received from emotional

self when they are part of the self ’s volitional nature. The account of self-direction that follows
from the Reflective Wisdom Account does not presuppose the existence of an essential or ‘‘inner’’
self. For a compelling skeptical discussion about the idea of an essential self, see Velleman
2002a.
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experience. Nor will an appropriate self-conception be an unrelentingly
accurate picture, if this means abandoning useful positive illusions.

I have argued that insofar as a person possesses self-awareness, her choices
and expressions of approval count as more self-directed or authentic. To
summarize the argument: to be self-directed is to be guided by an appropriate
self-conception. Self-awareness is the virtue that guides the construction of
our self-conceptions. Therefore, self-awareness is part of the process of living
a self-directed life. If this is so, and if self-direction is a constitutive part of
living well, then self-awareness is not merely instrumental to the well-lived
life, it is part of what it is to achieve it.

5.4.3. Some Problem Cases

It is worth considering some apparent counterexamples to the argument that
self-awareness, as I have characterized it, is good for us. First, there are various
cases of people who seem to be virtuously self-aware, yet very miserable.
Second, there are people who have very little self-knowledge (and hence not
much of the virtue of self-awareness) but are extremely happy. Literature and
life abound with examples. Silas Marner, George Eliot’s miserly loner, seems
to know exactly what he values (his gold), yet is entirely unhappy until a
small girl enters his life and his values change. Silas’s self-knowledge seems
stultifying rather than helpful. Then there is Mr Collins, the obnoxious and
obsequious pastor in Jane Austen’s Pride and Prejudice.²⁴ Mr Collins seemsFN:24

blissfully lacking in self-awareness, and it is easy to predict that an increase in
his self-awareness could only make him less happy. Finally, there are those for
whom self-awareness arrives too late in life. A good example here is the butler,
Stevens, in Kazuo Ishiguru’s Remains of the Day.²⁵ Late in life, Stevens seemsFN:25

to lose confidence in his past choices and values; for example, he realizes how
nice it would have been to have been able to pursue the woman he loved. But
self-awareness at this late stage seems only a cruel twist.

The first point to make in addressing some of these cases is that self-
awareness is not sufficient for living well. Assuming that Silas Marner does
indeed have the virtue of self-awareness, he is miserable because his values are
not deeply satisfying and give him no happy experiences. So we might say that
his problem is that he lacks other requirements for living well; another part of

²⁴ Thanks to Frances Howard-Snyder for suggesting the example.
²⁵ Thanks to Julia Driver for the example, and to her and Dan Jacobson for helpful discus-

sion of it.
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living life well, after all, is cultivating values that are supported by emotional
experience in such a way that we have some foundation for a positive reflective
survey. Of course, we might also wonder whether Silas Marner really possesses
self-awareness. On my view, paying attention to our emotional responses
and integrating this knowledge into our practical lives is crucial, and Silas
does not seem to have done this. People who are miserable because of their
self-proclaimed yet crippling values may actually lack self-awareness precisely
because they pay no attention to their emotional lives.

The other cases present the more difficult challenge to the necessity of self-
awareness for living well. It seems that Mr Collins is doing quite well without
any self-awareness, and that Stevens was better off without it. To answer this
challenge, we need to recall what the Reflective Wisdom Account is meant to
be and the kinds of questions it is meant to answer. Imperatives to develop
virtues such as self-awareness are directed at people who are concerned to
live lives that they can regard with reflective approval. The account aims to
answer the first-person question of how to live and to articulate a process for
living, rather than a substantive account of a good life. For current purposes,
what this means is that we need to ask whether there are reasons to develop
the virtue of self-awareness from the first-person point of view insofar as one
is concerned to live a life that one can reflectively endorse.

There is a sense in which Mr Collins himself has reasons to develop the
habits of moderate self-awareness. Insofar as his inflated sense of his own
merits and his complete lack of awareness of his defects are part of an
overall strategy to avoid reflecting on others’ feelings about him, this is a
problematic strategy. Following it requires him to limit his society to those
who maintain his illusions, a requirement which is indeed quite limiting.
Moreover, if Mr Collins really is committed to living a life that can bear
his reflective survey, he cannot deliberately follow this strategy; rather, he
will just have to be fortunate enough never to be forced to think about the
things that reflect poorly on him. It is one thing to be willing to live happily
with helpful positive illusions about yourself, but quite another to adopt the
policy of never being self-critical at all. The latter seems inconsistent with a
commitment to living in accordance with your own standards (as opposed to
merely thinking that you are).

None of this is to say that Mr Collins could be brought to see these reasons
as reasons to change the way he is living his life. Most likely, he believes that
he has sufficient self-knowledge and that his positive illusions are no more
egregious than anyone else’s. When his proposal of marriage to Elizabeth
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results in a reaction that flatly contradicts his positive view of himself, he
quickly explains it away. But when we put ourselves in Mr Collins’s shoes
and ask whether it makes sense for us to cultivate the habits of self-awareness,
we cannot choose massive delusion and still maintain a commitment to living
a life we could reflectively approve. This point also applies to the case of
Stevens, to which I turn next.

It is clear that Stevens is concerned to live a reflective life; the novel is a
first-person narrative portrayal of Stevens’s reflections on his life and choices.
Yet, it seems unfortunate that Stevens should come to doubt the value of
his choices and look back on his life with uncertainty and (muted) regret.
The larger point here is that when people make bad decisions, commit to
unsuitable values, or have seriously flawed characters, suddenly acquiring the
virtuous habits of self-awareness may make them miserable and less likely to
regard their lives with reflective approval in the short term.

The first thing to say here is that while it is true that increasing self-
awareness can make such people miserable in the short term, if we accept my
argument for the value of moderate self-awareness, then we should accept
that self-awareness is also instrumental to making better choices in the future.
The value of self-direction is most evident in the context of a whole life in
which earlier self-directed choices lead to later consequences for a person’s
self-survey. What is tragic about Stevens is that he came to his self-knowledge
too late to change much about his life: the reflective survey he reports in the
novel is implied to be one of his last. Interestingly, avoiding the cultivation
of habits of self-awareness earlier in his life did not prevent him from having
to confront his honest reflections on his choices in the end.

Second, as discussed above in the case of Mr Collins, Stevens does have
some reasons to develop moderate self-awareness from his own point of view,
insofar as he shares the concerns presupposed by the Reflective Wisdom
Account. In fact, once a person considers the reasons he has for trying to
be more self-aware, it is difficult to see how he could reject them. This is
because of the close relationship between self-awareness and self-direction.
The imperative to cultivate self-awareness is, in essence, a demand that we
define our own point of view, review the values that make up our reflective
survey, and decide whether to endorse or reject them. Seen this way, a person
who considers whether to be self-aware or self-deceptive, and chooses the
latter, is sacrificing his attempt to guide his life by his own values.

Of course, such a choice does not usually confront people in such stark
terms; these options are usually presented in confusing ways. Moreover,
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the choice between moderate self-awareness and self-deception is further
complicated by the fact that moderate self-awareness includes some positive
illusion and self-deception. Therefore, the kind of choice we must be thinking
about here is a choice between general policies: cultivate the skills of moderate
self-awareness or adopt a policy of widespread self-deception. What this means
is that, in particular cases, there may be reasons stemming from other concerns
or extenuating circumstances that override the reasons to seek self-knowledge
at the time. For instance, we might think, compatibly with the Reflective
Wisdom Account, that if Stevens had been able to consider the fact that his
late arriving self-awareness could do him no good, then he would have had a
reason not to develop this virtue.

5.5. CONCLUSION

Moderate self-awareness is a virtue that helps us to live self-directed lives that
we can endorse from a reflective point of view. It consists in the capacity for
self-criticism, an openness to various sources of information about oneself,
and humility about what one can find out. Tempered by wisdom, self-
awareness comprises a set of skills that operate within certain boundaries
and are particularly relevant to the context of decision making. Having the
virtue of self-awareness requires some success in applying these capacities and
actually achieving some knowledge of facts about oneself that are important
to one’s practical life. Those with the virtue of self-awareness are likely to
make choices that better reflect their values and fit their own interests and
talents; in particular, they are better suited to having valuable friendships
and being good friends. They are also better constituted to live self-directed
lives, because self-awareness is essential to constructing a self-conception that
represents the important aspects of the self.

Importantly, self-awareness is not self-absorption or narcissism; nor are
the habits of mind that constitute self-awareness ones we should employ all
the time. Reflective virtues are to be developed in the context of living well
overall, which means that the perspective of self-awareness that emphasizes
discovering facts about oneself must coexist in a person’s life with other
perspectives that emphasize other aspects of living well and wisely.


